
-Using a writing working wall

-Using outdoor learning and digital 
technologies to inspire our writing

-Using targets to self and peer assess our 
writing

-Whole school writing celebrations

-Writing across your week at school

- Mini Champ Group

- Sharing our learning with families

-Sharing our writing with our clan and 
others

-Reading and acting out different writing 
genres

-Being creative and independent!

-Motivated to write in different ways.

-Checking your writing for strengths and 
next steps

- Using a Calderwood Counts wall

- Using resources to help us learn

- Learning through stories

- Our champions learning new ways to 
teach numeracy

- Mini Champ Group

- Sharing our learning with our families 

- Number Talks 

- Getting the support we need to be 
confident in numeracy

- Setting targets for our numeracy 
learning

-Learning about and recognising your 
rights

-Your rights linked to your learning and 
displayed on wall displays

-A welcoming and inclusive learning 
environment

-Being able to talk about your rights and 
why they are important

-Having your say on matters that affect 
you

-Sharing your achievements in and out of 
school

-Champions fully supporting you with your 
health and wellbeing

-Being involved in creating vision, values 
and aims that matter to you

-Building positive relationships with 
everyone at Calderwood

Learning in our community outdoor spaces. 

- Sharing our learning. 

- Purchasing resources from Parent Council 
Magic Miles fundraiser.

Our champions learning new ways to teach 
outdoors

- Mini champ group

- Sharing our learning with our families

- Learning new skills to help us across 
learning. 

- Parent helpers supporting us. 

- Wearing the right clothing to learn 
outdoors. 

- Having the resources I need for learning. 

- Having access to clothing for school. 

- Having experiences out of clan rooms.

- Access to food when you need it

- Mini champ group

- Sharing our learning with our families

- Helping our families 

-Getting the support you need to be confident in 
numeracy and literacy

- One Calderwood family

- Having everything I need to learn. 

- Regulating my emotions. 

- Nurturing experiences in the cosy corner club 


